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Recap

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)

Web Services = SOA + Use of open Web 

Standards

2 types: SOAP and REST based Web services
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What is XML?

XML, or eXtensible Markup Language, is a specification 

for storing information. It is also a specification for 

describing the structure of that information.

And while XML is a markup language (just like HTML), 

XML has no tags of its own. It allows the person writing 

the XML to create whatever tags they need. The only 

condition is that these newly created tags adhere to the 

rules of the XML specification.
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XML is Not

A replacement for HTML (but HTML can be generated 

from XML)

A presentation format (but XML can be converted into 

one)

A programming language (but it can be used with almost 

any language)

A network transfer protocol (but XML may be transferred 

over a network)

A database (but XML may be stored into a database) 5



Then, what is it?
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XML is a meta markup language for 
text documents / textual data

XML allows to define languages 

(„applications“) to represent text 

documents / textual data



The Power of XML
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So, why use XML? What does it 

do that existing technologies 

and languages don’t? For one,

XML was specifically designed 

for data storage and 

transportation. 

XML looks a lot like HTML, 

complete with tags, attributes, 

and values. But rather than 

serving as a language for 

displaying information, XML is a

language for storing and 

carrying information.



The Power of XML

Finally, XML is a non-proprietary specification

and is free to anyone who wishes to use it.

It was created by the W3C (www.w3.org/), an

international consortium primarily responsible for 

the development of platform-independent Web 

standards and specifications.
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Writing XML

The XML specification defines how to write a document 

in XML format. XML is not a language itself. Rather, an 

XML document is written in a custom markup language, 

according to the XML specification. 

For example, there could be custom markup languages 

describing genealogical, chemical, or business data, and

you could write XML documents in each one. Web 

standards and specifications.
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Writing XML

XML documents, like HTML documents, are comprised 

of tags and data. One big difference between the two 

documents, however, is that the tags used by an XML 

document are created by the author.

Another big difference is that an XML document stores 

and describes that data; it doesn’t do anything more with 

the data, such as display it, like an HTML document 

does. 
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An XML Sample
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An XML document 

describing one of the 

Seven Wonders of the 

World: the Colossus of 

Rhodes. The document 

contains the name of the 

wonder, as well as its 

location and its height in 

feet.



An XML Sample
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The first line of the XML 

document <?xml 

version="1.0"?> is the XML 

declaration which notes 

which version of XML you are 

using. The next line 

<wonder> begins the data 

part of the document and is 

called the root element. In an 

XML document, there can be 

only one root element.



An XML Sample
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The next 3 lines are 

called child elements, 

and they describe the 

root element in more 

detail.

<name>Colossus of Rhodes</name>
<location>Rhodes, Greece</location>

<height units="feet">107</height>



An XML Sample
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The last child element, 

height, contains an attribute

called units which is being 

used to store the specific 

units of the height 

measurement. Attributes are 

used to include additional 

information to the element, 

without adding text to the 

element itself.

<name>Colossus of Rhodes</name>
<location>Rhodes, Greece</location>

<height units="feet">107</height>



An XML Sample
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Finally, the XML document 

ends with the closing tag 

of the root element 

</wonder>.

This is a complete and 

valid XML document. 

Nothing more needs to be 

written, added, annotated, 

or complicated. Period.



Rules for Writing XML

XML has a structure that is extremely regular and predictable. 

It is defined by a set of rules, the most important of which are 

described in next slides. 

If your document satisfies these rules, it is considered well-

formed. Once a document is considered well-formed, it can be 

used in many, many ways.
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Rules for Writing XML

A root element is required

In a well-formed XML document, 

there must be one element 

(wonder) that contains all other 

elements. This is called the root 

element. The first line of an XML 

document is an exception 

because it’s a processing 

instruction and not part of the 

XML data.
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Rules for Writing XML

Closing tags are required

Every element must be enclosed 

by matching tags such as the 

name element. Empty elements 

like main_image can have an all-

in-one opening and closing tag 

with a final slash. Notice that all 

elements are properly nested; 

that is, none are overlapping.
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Rules for Writing XML

Elements must be properly 

nested 

If you start element A, then start 

element B, you must first close 

element B before closing 

element A.
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Rules for Writing XML

Case matters 

XML is case sensitive. Elements 

named wonder, WONDER, and 

Wonder are considered entirely 

separate and unrelated to each 

other.
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Valid

Invalid



Rules for Writing XML

Values must be enclosed in 

quotation marks 

An attribute’s value must always 

be enclosed in either matching 

single or double quotation 

marks.
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Elements, Attributes, and Values

An XML element is the most 

basic unit of your document. 

It can contain text, attributes, 

and other elements. A typical 

element is comprised of an 

opening tag, content, and a 

closing tag. This height 

element contains text.
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Elements, Attributes, and Values

Elements may have 

attributes. Attributes, which 

are contained within an 

element’s opening tag, have 

quotation-mark delimited 

values that further describe 

the purpose and content (if 

any) of the particular element
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Elements, Attributes, and Values

The height element now has an 

attribute called units whose 

value is feet. Notice that the 

word feet isn’t part of the height 

element’s content. This doesn’t 

make the value of height equal 

to 107 feet. Rather, the units 

attribute describes the content 

of the height element.
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White Space

You can add extra white space, 

including line breaks, around the 

elements in your XML code to 

make it easier to edit and view. 

While extra white space is visible 

in the file and when passed to 

other applications, it is ignored 

by the XML processor, just as it 

is with HTML in a browser.
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Using Empty Elements

Empty elements are elements that 

do not have any content of their 

own. Instead, they will have 

attributes to store data about the 

element.

Notice that these elements only 

contain data in their attributes; the 

element has no content of its own.
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Writing Comments

XML comments have the same 

syntax as HTML comments.

Comments let you add information 

about your code. They can be 

incredibly useful when you (or 

someone else) need to go back to a 

document and understand how it 

was constructed.
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Predefined Entities – Five Special Symbols
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To write the five predefined entities:

Type &amp; to create an ampersand character (&).

Type &lt; to create a less than sign (<).

Type &gt; to create a greater than sign (>).

Type &quot; to create a double quotation mark (").

Type &apos; to create a single quotation mark or apostrophe ('). 



Displaying Elements as Text

To display elements as text: 

1. Type <![CDATA[.

2. Create the elements, attributes, 

and content that you would like to 

display, but not process. 

3. Finally, type ]]> to complete the 

tag.
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Demo

How to begin?

XML declaration

Creating the Root Element

Writing Child Elements

Nesting Elements

Adding Attributes
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XSL

The next step is to format XML documents.

The details for formatting XML documents was originally 

in a specification called XSL, which stands for eXtensible

Style Language. 
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Transforming XML with XSLT

The process starts with two documents, the XML 

document which contains the source data to be 

transformed, and the XSLT style sheet document which 

describes the rules of the transformation.

While you can transform XML into nearly any format, I 

am going to use examples that return HTML.
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Transforming XML with XSLT

This is a very basic XML 

document representing a single 

wonder of the world. Notice the 

xml-stylesheet processing 

instruction linking this XML 

document to an XSLT style 

sheet.
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Analyzing the source XML

In the first step of this 

transformation, the XSLT 

processor analyzes the XML 

document and converts it into a 

node tree. A node tree is a 

hierarchical representation of the 

XML document. In the tree, a 

node is one individual piece of 

the XML document (such as an 

element, an attribute, or some 

text content). 34



Performing the transformation

The XSLT transformation begins by processing the root 

template. Every XSLT style sheet must have a root 

template; this is the template the applies to the source 

XML document’s root node. In Figure (in after slide), the 

root template is defined with <xsl:template match = "/">. 

Within this root template, there may be other sub-

templates which can then apply to other nodes in the 

XML document.
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Performing the transformation
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Tips

XSLT style sheets are text files and are saved with an .xsl extension. 

With some XSLT processors, you don’t need an xml-stylesheet

instruction in your XML document. Instead, you can assign your 

XSLT style sheet to an XML document. 

XSLT uses the XPath language to identify nodes. XPath Patterns 

and Expressions, XPath Functions.

Every XSLT style sheet is actually an XML document in itself, and 

therefore should begin with a standard XML declaration. Once that’s 

out of the way, you define the W3C namespace for style sheets.
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Beginning an XSLT Style Sheet

To begin an XSLT style sheet: 

1. Type <?xml version="1.0"?> 

to indicate that the XSLT style 

sheet is an XML document. 

2. Type <xsl:stylesheet

xmlns:xsl= 

"http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/ 

Transform" version="1.0"> to 

specify the namespace for the 

style sheet and declare its prefix 

(xsl). 
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Beginning an XSLT Style Sheet

To begin an XSLT style 

sheet: 

3. Leave a few empty lines 

where you will create the style 

sheet (with the instructions 

contained in this and the 

following two chapters). 

4. Finally, type </xsl:stylesheet> 

to complete the style sheet.
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Creating the Root Template

To create the root template: 

1. Type <xsl:template. 

2. Then, type match="/". The 

forward slash matches the root 

node of the XML source 

document. 

3. Next, type > to close the tag. 
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Creating the Root Template

To create the root template: 

4. Leave a few lines for 

specifying the rules of the 

template, that is, what 

transformation should happen 

with the XML document.

5. Finally, type </xsl:template> to 

complete the root template.
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Outputting HTML

You need to define the set of rules 

for this template; the rules that will 

apply to the content in the root node. 

Typically, in the root template, you 

will start by creating the structure for 

the final transformed document. If 

your final document is HTML, you’ll 

want to add HTML header 

information (head, title, body, etc.) at 

the very least. 
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Outputting HTML

To set the processor’s 

output method to HTML: 

1. Immediately after the 

xsl:stylesheet element, type 

<xsl:output . 

2. Then, type method="html"/> .
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Outputting Values

To output a node’s content: 

1. If desired, create the 

HTML code that will format 

the content. 

2. Type <xsl:value-of. 
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Outputting Values

To output a node’s content: 

3. Then, type 

select="expression", where 

expression identifies the node 

set from the XML source 

document whose content should 

be output at this point.

4. Finally, type /> to close the 

tag.
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Demo

Demo

Test 1

Test 2
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Looping Over Nodes

The xsl:value-of element will only act on one node, even 

if there are many nodes that it matches. 

The xsl:for-each element allows you to act on all nodes 

matched. It processes all the nodes matched by its 

select attribute, one after the other.
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Looping Over Nodes

To batch-process nodes: 

1. Within a template rule, 

type <xsl:for-each. 

2. Then, type 

select="expression", where 

expression identifies the set 

of nodes that will be 

processed. 
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Looping Over Nodes

To batch-process nodes: 

3. Next, type > to close the 

tag. 

4. Specify what processing 

should take place. 

5. Finally, type </xsl:for-

each> to complete the 

instruction.
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Demo

Demo

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3
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